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What you get for your 
money at allsafe

Safety
■ 100 % certified safety
■	 100 % guaranteed quality assurance according to 6σ-stan-

dards
■	 100 % reliable delivery from select German and European  

suppliers.
■	 100 % guaranteed safe driving with allsafe load restraint 

equipment

Made in Germany
■	 40 select employees provide first-class engineering skills
■	 Customized and flexible one-piece flow
■	 Production of 3.000.000 meters of tracks on  

13-CNC-machines
■	 5-time award winner "Top Job 100 best employers" in 

Germany with 260 employees

Brand name product
■	 Zero-defect-strategy for minimum product risk
■	 2 year product warranty
■	 all:service-promise: we preserve values
■	 Fool-proof usability of all allsafe products
■	 Our production facility produces well over 250.000  

shoring elements and 1.000.000 KERLs yearly

Flexibility
■	 Customization at no additional cost and 24 h  

production-time
■	 Individualized products with your own part number and logo
■	 Production of over 10.000 different variations from 30  

different base products in a production facility in Engen and 
Fürstenwalde which covers more than 15.800 square meters



> > > Roadmap towards  
sustainable  
logistics
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Until now, there has not 
been a certified load restraint 
system for sensitive and  
valuable long goods which 
can easily be secured under 
the roof.

The TransSAFE®carrier is 
the new load restraint system 
which has especially been 
designed for use under the 
roof. With this system all types 
of long goods such as ladders 
and pipes can be secured 
safely. 

With TransSAFE®carrier all 
long materials can be hung 
neatly and securely under  
the roof.

1 One person is able to secure long 
goods safely and easily directly under 
the roof of transporters. 

2 Tools and material can be hung 
neatly and securely under the roof 
and are protected from being stolen.

3 The multifunctional sliders can 
be locked at each position of the 
Airline track.

Suitable for
securing:
◾ valuable goods
◾ sensitive goods
◾ long materials
◾ long tools – such as ladders

Your advantages:
◾ more tidiness, higher efficiency
◾ less risk of accidents
◾ easy mounting into the vehicle
◾ can be used length- and crosswise

Further information under:
www.allsafe-transsafe-carrier.info

1 | Transporter 

TransSAFE®carrier
Interior roof carrier system
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Retrofitting tracks into your 
vehicle has been identified as 
very time consuming – you 
need to measure, saw and drill 
each track. Wouldn‘t it be nice 
if someone would take over 
this pesky task for you? 

The ready to install track so-
lution, which is custom-made 
for your needs, shortens the 
installation time and effort 
needed. 

The sets are custom fit for 
your vehicle. You avoid the 
time consuming preparation, 
allowing you to dedicate your 
time and efforts to the installa-
tion itself. And your customer 
will appreciate your quick 
service!

The high-quality aluminium 
tracks are pre-drilled to fit your 
exact vehicle dimensions. A 
permanent laser identification 
marking and end caps give the 
track a first class appearance.  

And if you wish, our specialists 
will take care of the installation 
for you. 

1 Full flexibility when all track sets 
are used. Thousands of lashing 
points available. 

2 Permanent and strict controls for a 
certified load capacity of 150 daN/m 
(ISO 27956)

3 Quick and easy installation through 
custom fit sets including the fixing 
material.

4 Installation service from allsafe 
upon request. 

Suitable for:
◾ most common transporter    
 makes and sizes
◾ all industries and transport  
 tasks
◾ new and used vehicles

Your advantages:
◾ save time during installation
◾ includes fixing materials
◾ individually combinable 
◾ certified load capacity

Airline track sets
Ready to install customized  
for your vehicle

TR
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Further information under:
www.allsafe-schienensaetze.info
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1 | Transporter 

You deliver different types of 
goods day in and day out. 
Yesterday, it was the urgent 
mesh box with spare parts 
for the automobile industry, 
today your load consists of 
roll containers jammed pack 
with plants to be delivered to 
the floral shop. Tomorrow, the 
local brewery has engaged you 
to deliver beverages to three 
different restaurants. 

Each contract is urgent and 
the goods are fragile. Wobbly 
and instable pallets can get 
expensive, and not only when 
it comes to vehicle controls by 
the authorities. 

With the flexible TRS load 
restraint system for transporters 
you can easily manage different 
types of transport assignments. 
The four astonishing light-
weight shoring beams, two roof 
tracks, two floor tracks and 
various accessories make this 
system a true quick-change 
artist. However you choose to 
install the TRS System, you can 
be assured that your load is 
secure and will not tip over.  
The TRS-system can be disas-
sembled in seconds and stored 
compactly within the vehicle. 

1 The load is secured with four 
vertical shoring beams, horizontal 
shoring poles and straps for perfect 
positive locking. The horizontal poles 
are available with practical anti-slip 
tape for more user-comfort. 

2 The poles are held against the 
goods in a positive locking position 
and pre-tensioned with the 
ergonomical handle.

3 The poles are equipped with anti- 
twist bolts which hinders the beam 
from twisting in the Airline roof track.

4 Lateral restraint is guaranteed with 
straps.

Suitable for
securing:
◾ beverage pallets
◾ palletized goods
◾ mesh box pallets
◾ roll containers

Your advantages:
◾ quick assembly and disassembly
◾ flexible use of the loading area
◾ optimal load restraint with 
 positive locking 

Further information under:
www.allsafe-TRS.info

TRS-system
Secures roll containers, 
mesh box pallets and 
palletized goods
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Today it’s parcels, tomorrow 
flat screen TVs and then 
refrigerators. Up until now, 
some goods could not have 
been transported safely with 
just one load restraint system. 
And let’s face it, some goods 
have to be accessible at all 
time.

With TransSAFE®rack and 
just a few hand movements 
you have a flexible and easy 
to install textile shelf system 
in your transporter. It’s exactly 
where you need it at all times! 
Installation time and empty 
runs are reduced to an absolute 
minimum. Additionally, the 
shoring beams and nets are 
light-weight and have little to 
no effect on your payload.

1 TransSAFE®rack offers a textile 
shelf system for the securing of goods 
in shortest time.

2 The shoring beams and the fittings 
included in the TransSAFE®rack 
system are simple to use. The 
installation and removal is done at 
lightning speed.

3 In case TransSAFE®rack is not 
needed, the system can be stored 
easily on the side and takes up very 
little space. 

Suitable for
securing:
◾ parcels of different sizes
◾ courier shipments
◾ heavy loads
◾ nearly every shape of freight

Your advantages:
◾ flexible und light-weight
◾ versatile and fast
◾ optimal use of space
 

Further information under:
www.transsafe-rack.info
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TransSAFE®rack
Textile shelf system
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1 | Transporter    

Until now there has been no 
reliable and practicable load 
restraint system which has been 
especially developed for short 
trips where load restraint is 
needed between stops without 
wasting any time. 

With TransSAFE®go from 
allsafe, a new chapter in load 
restraint has begun. Thanks to an 
innovative concept TransSAFE®go 
users enjoy daily benefits such 
as more efficiency, security and 
flexibility. This system also makes 
the drastic increase of road 
controls an absolute breeze.

The heart of the system is an 
intelligent and centrally controlled 
drive which secures and unlocks 
the goods within seconds, very 
easily and at the touch of a button. 
No matter how many packages 
you want to secure, TransSAFE®-

go adjusts itself to every load. 
That’s for sure!

TransSAFE®go is easily installed 
in new and older vehicles and is 
available for various makes and 
models.

1 TransSAFE®go secures goods in 
transporters no matter how high the 
load is.

2 TransSAFE®go can be installed 
fast and reliably in most transporter 
vehicles.

3 With the touch of a button, loads 
are automatically secured or 
released.

Suitable for
securing:
◾ parcels of different sizes
◾ different load height
◾ pharmaceutical boxes
◾ courier shipments

Your advantages:
◾ save more time
◾ always safe on the road
◾ light-weight in action
◾ installation included

Further information under:
www.transsafe-go.info

TransSAFE®go
Load restraint at the touch 
of a button
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2 | Box van  

Further information under:
www.netze-nach-mass.info

Your advantages:
◾ for all LCVs
◾ no tracks needed
◾ no winding or unwinding the net.  
 The net can be used right away,  
 without loss of time
◾ parking under the roof if not in use

The TransSAFE® net-pro is available in 3 sizes. 
All wheelbases can be equipped with these 3 sizes.  
De mash-size is 175 mm x 175 mm.

TransSAFE® net-pro N2
Bestell-Code

3.025 x 1.825 mm, length of loading space 2,00 – 3,40 m 511032-10

TransSAFE® net-pro N3 3.625 x 1.825 mm, length of loading space 3,40 – 4,00 m 511040-10

TransSAFE® net-pro N4 4.425 x 1.825 mm, length of loading space 4,00 – 4,80 m 511043-10

Securing cargo with the allsafe 
TransSAFE® net-pro is very 
easy. To secure the goods the 
net can be tensioned over the 
goods from the front to the 
back of the vehicle, fast and 
easy.

The TSN-pro can be fastened 
with straps in combination with 
the lashing points of the vehicle. 
All straps can be operated 
from the sidedoor as well as 
the backdoor.You do not have 
to climb into the vehicle.

If not in use the net can be 
parked under the roof using a 
net-lift. 

The TransSAFE® net can be 
fitted in all types of LCVs.  
For every model and construc-
tion year there are fixing mate-
rials. The delivery contains the 
net, net-lift, straps and fixing 
materials.

TR
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TransSAFE®net-pro
Net systems
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1LARS
Restrain boxes and 
remove individual 
ones quickly

Last-mile delivery is the ultimate 
test in the world of shipping.  
It needs everything to work like 
a well-oiled machine, as every 
second that is lost causes costs 
to spiral.

That’s where LARS comes 
in – the solution for restraining 
your stacks of boxes or dolly 
stacks in no time at all. Unload 
individual boxes while keeping 
the rest of the stack intact and 
secure.

LARS is the perfect solution, 
if you like to load the space of 
your vehicle completely: You 
can create more than one row 
of dollies and all of them are 
secured perfectly. 

Your LARS system is tailored to 
your vehicle and the size of your 
containers: it consists of flexible, 
lightweight system components 
that are configured to your 
specifications and fit perfectly 
inside the vehicle.  

Your advantages:
◾ Quick handling of individual containers
◾ Certified load restraint equipment,  
 made in Germany
◾ Suitable for all box trucks
◾ Quick and easy to disassemble

1 Secure the mounting 
brackets to the crossbars 
or wall tracks as appropriate 
for the loading concept

2 Adjust the position to suit 
customer-specific reusable 
containers

2 | Box van  
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LARS light system
Secure and unsecure 
dolly towers 
within seconds

We are also talking about 
last-mile-delivery in a box 
van, but LARS light is the 
better way for load securing 
when you have less space 
available in your vehicle. Or 
if you need to divide the load 
space because you’re not 
just transporting box towers: 
LARS light is your perfect load 
securing system for just one 
row of dollies. This makes 
the components more space 
efficient, more lightweight and 
more easy to handle. 

Every dolly tower is loaded 
individually to your vehicle. It is 
now secured by just one single 
LARS light shoring beam.

To unsecure, just swing away 
the LARS light shoring beam 
and take away your dolly 
tower.

Your advantages:
◾	 One-hand operation
◾	 Certified load securing Made in Germany
◾	 Fits all box vans
◾	 Quick loading and unloading 

1 One row of dolly towers is  
secured with swingable LARS light 
shoring beams

2 Each box of a stack can be 
unloaded individually
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2 | Box van  

BERND has arrived
The best thing since sliced 
bread

BERND provides a fast, 
flexible way of restraining  
rolling systems and trolleys  
of all kinds.

It’s the perfect solution for  
direct store delivery of fresh  
and dry goods, foodstuffs,  
and frozen products. 

BERND’s components are 
perfectly matched to your 
transportation and vehicle  
needs, taking up very little 
payload and ensuring that your 
valuable goods are kept highly 
secure. 

The rows inside the vehicle 
can be adjusted as necessary, 
making it possible to pick orders 
for individual unloading points – 
which saves time and prevents 
mix-ups. 

Suitable for
securing:
◾ Roll containers
◾ Dolly towers
◾ Box stacks
◾ Pallets for store delivery

Your advantages:
◾ Quick loading and unloading
◾ High efficient store delivery
◾ Maximum flexibility in loading Further information under:

www.allsafe-JF.info
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Today food, flowers and textile 
rentals are being distributed 
on sorted and consigned roll 
containers from factories or 
logistic centers. 

The mobile racks allow for 
easy loading and unloading, 
but securing them can be a 
real challenge! 

With the JF-System you can 
latch the roll container with a 
fitting on the side walls at any 
position. 

Securing is done with a few 
flicks of the wrist. 

1 The roll containers can be loaded 
and secured to the right or left of the 
vehicle with a middle aisle being built 
roll containers can be loaded and un- 
loaded without unloading or moving 
other containers to the side.

2 Closed with one flick of the wrist – 
guaranteed load capacity of 500 daN – 
even at -30°C. Only KERL JF can do that. 

3 Whether you‘re transporting full 
or partial loads – every situation is 
possible. Roll containers in the 
middle aisle can be secured with 
our KIM shoring pole.

JF-System
Securing roll containers

Suitable for
securing:
◾ roll containers
◾ cooling containers
◾ shelves
◾ flower racks

Your advantages:
◾ Tidiness in your vehicle
◾ Fully adjustable
◾ Compatible with all common 
 roll containers

Further information under:
www.allsafe-JF.info
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The ATD double-deck system 
optimizes how you use your 
space and is also suitable for 
securing loads in box vans. 
Its second level makes it 
ideal for transporting loads 
of different heights, as well as 
goods that cannot be stacked. 
The beam function is selected 
so that the loading beam can 
be moved upwards in 25 mm 
increments yet can still be 
securely locked in position. 
The pallets are simply placed 
on the loading  beams.
 
When not in use, the beams 
can be stowed under the roof 
to save space.
 

1 Beams can easily be stowed under 
the roof to save space.

2 Select the ATD beam with an 
asymmetric head so that it can be 
stowed away even more neatly under 
the roof. 

3 The entire width of the vehicle can 
be used.

4 Compatible with all common double-deck 
track systems.

ATD-System
Double your loading space

Further information under:
www.allsafe-ATD.info

Your advantages:
◾ ergonomically optimized, 
 therefore easy and quiet in use 
◾ perfectly tailored to your needs
◾ light and robust
◾ particularly high load capacity

Suitable for:
◾ loading on a second level
◾ Box vans

2 | Box van  
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The STD double-deck-system 
is suitable for securing loads in 
steel swap bodies.
Its second level makes it ideal 
for transporting loads of differ- 
ent heights as well as goods 
that cannot be stacked.
The beam function is select- 
ed so that the loading beam 
can be moved upwards in
50 mm increments and still be 
securely locked in position.
The pallets are simply placed 
on the loading beams.

When not in use, the beams
can be stowed under the roof 
to save space.

STD-System
Light-weight loading beams in 
steel swap bodies

Further information under:
www.allsafe-STD.info

Your advantages:
◾ increased load capacity due 
 to lower total weight
◾ ergonomically optimized, 
 therefore easy to use    
◾ no corrosion, even in salty environments
◾ high load capacity

1 Optimizing the loading capacity 
of steel box vans.

2 Beams can easily be stowed 
under the roof to save space.

3 Use the entire height of the box, 
even if goods cannot be stacked.

Suitable for:
◾ loading on a second level
◾ Steel swap bodies

BO
X 
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N
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You take a glimpse at your 
newest loading list and think 
„how is that all going to hold?“ 
Ultimately, you do not want to 
spend hours tying down the 
tires, stillage, palettes, package 
freight or big-bags just to keep 
them in place.

With the AJS-System you can 
safely and effectively solve 
every transport challenge in 
seconds. Hundreds of latching 
points offer a good base for 
diverse securing components 
such as straps, shoring bars, 
and beams. The tight pitch of 
the high-strength steel tracks 
allow for close anchorage. 

With just a few hand move-
ments, you can divide your ve-
hicle into different departments, 
whether it is in the longitudinal 
or lateral direction. 

The AJS-System can easily  
be retrofitted. Simply replace 
your wooden slats with 
AJS lashing profiles. When  
the AJS beams are not 
needed, they can be parked 
between the stanchions.

1 The tight pitch of the lashing profile 
allows positive locking through straps.

2 CP3 protectors fill gaps. 

3 Form locking load restraint secured 
with KAT AJS shoring beams and 
rachet straps.

AJS-System
Load restraint system 
for curtainsiders

Suitable for:
◾ big bags and octabins
◾ FIBC and barrels
◾ packed goods
◾ tires

Your advantages:
◾ hundreds of latching points  
 allow variability 
◾ load distribution – made easy
◾ load secured in seconds

Further information under:
www.allsafe-AJS.info

3 | Curtain sider  
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A packed gearbox can take 
up almost half of your loading 
space and you have no room 
on the side or on top for  
transporting palletized goods.  
So you complete your route 
well below the allowed loading 
capacity and transport plenty 
of air while you ŕe at it.

With the CTD-System, you 
gain a second deck where you 
can load up to 13 extra tons! 

If you primarily carry palletized 
goods you actually double the 
load capacity from 33 to 66 
pallet places. 
The loading beams can also 
be used for positive locking 
load restraint. When decking 
beams are not needed, they 
can be parked between the 
pillars. Depending on the 
configuration.

The CTD-System can be built 
or retrofitted into a curtainsider 
with suitable double deck 
pillars. 

1 Doubles volume.
Room for 66 pallets up to 1.5 m high 
and 400 kg.
Load capacity of upper deck 
amounts to 13,200 kg.

2 Beams parked between the pillars. 
It doesn´t get easier than that.

3 Can optionally be used as a 
garment transport with compatible 
garment poles.

CTD-System
Doubles your loading space

Suitable for:
◾ for loading on a second level
◾ Curtain siders

Your advantages:
◾ fast second loading level
◾ parking of the light-weight 
 decking beams
◾ reduce your operating and 
 labour costs

Further information under:
www.allsafe-CTD.info
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A vehicle gearbox packed 
ready for transport may block 
more than half of your load 
space. Neither next to it nor  
on top of it you can load  
additional pallets. So there  
are always tours you have  
to take with waste of payload 
capacity but lots of unused 
space under the tarpaulin.

Or you win extra space with 
the CTD light double-deck 
cargo system. 

The CTD light-system can  
be used with all common 
tarpaulin superstructures.

1 Same structure, double loading 
meters

2 Load capacity 100 kg/m2   

(100 kg per euro pallet)

CTD light-system
Lightweight load in the  
double deck

Suitable for:
◾ loading on 2 levels 
◾ Space-saving stowing 
 of non-stackable pallets
◾ all common tarpaulins
 superstructures in the 
 3.5 t class

Your advantages:
◾ second loading level
◾ Parking rig for loading beams 
 (when not in use)
◾ Reduction of your operational,
 Labour and transport costs 

3 | Curtain sider  
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ROLF is the modular load  
securing system for all  
cylindrical containers:  
No matter if they contain che-
micals, foodstuff or any liquids 
– you get maximum security 
for your load, as ROLF is  
certified by DEKRA as per  
VDI 2700 ff.: 2004,  
DIN EN 12195: 2011 and  
DIN EN 12642: 2017.

ROLF is the perfect connection 
between the containers and 
the vehicle, no matter if it is a 
box van or a curtain sider. All 
forces that apply to your load 
while driving are perfectly  
passed into the vehicle 
structure. Please make sur 
your vehicle is equipped  
with lashing points meeting 
requirements of EN 12640.

1 The loading units are restrained in 
blocks of 4. 

2 ROLF provides restraint at the front 
and rear.

3 Fast, easy installation thanks 
to pre-assembled kits including 
appropriate fastening materials.

Suitable for:
◾ Cylindrical Containers
◾ Transport of Foodstuff 
◾ Transport of any chemicals

Your advantages:
◾ Easy to use
◾ Certified load restraint 
◾ Modular structure – all components are  
 also available as individual items

ROLF
Restraint system for cylindrical 
containers
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The CRS shoring beam 
system is suitable for securing 
all kinds of stable packaging 
units.

It combines maximum safety 
with ultimate ease of use and 
speed.

Produced from stable  
aluminium profiles, the  
shoring beams are guided 
along the vehicle roof in tracks 
and can be stowed under 
the roof to save space when 
loading and unloading the 
vehicle.

The high loading capacity 
guarantees safety even with 
large loading weights.

1 Simple handling is guaranteed 
thanks to the ergonomic design.

2 Easy loading and unloading by 
stowing the beams under the roof.

3 The height of the shoring poles 
can easily be adjusted.

CRS-System
Universal restraint system

Suitable for:
◾ bottle crates or barrels
◾ all kinds of stable 
 packaging units

Further information under:
www.allsafe-CRS.info

Your advantages:
◾ loads of to 28 tons can 
 be secured
◾ ergonomic and quick use
◾ shoring beams are stowed 
 securely even on bumpy roads
◾ coordinated system components

4 | Box van & Curtain sider  
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> > > Customized  
load securing  
solutions
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KIM –  
Shoring poles custom made
Which KIM for which application

4.1 | Load restraint  

KIM 44 Profi
flexible usage

■	 red locking knob  }  lightening-fast adjustment 

■	 long telescope  }  large adjustment range

■	spring-loaded on top for vertical use  }  user-friendly

KIM 55
resilient and light

■	ergonomic operating lever  }  for easy clamping and release

■	 telescope function  }  only one crossbar required for all positions within the vehicle

■	horizontal installation possible  }  maximum flexibility

KIM 46
skinny mini

■	configurable  }  suitable for all current vehicle and types of tracks

■	with pull stap  }  ergonomical handling

■	available with protective sleeve  }  avoids damages to goods
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KIM –  
Shoring poles custom made
Which KIM for which application

KIM 5x7
robust and variable

■	high-strength squared aluminum main tube   } more blocking force to meet the  
   highest expectations

■	 longer floor bolt  }  for levering loads

■	main tube with integrated Airline milling  }  stronger building blocks

■	anti-twist fixation at top  }  also fits in round hole tracks

■	profi hand grip  }  ergonomic and safe

KIM 7x9
strong and removable

■	very robust  }  for continuous loading and unloading

■	ergonomically adjustable  }  little physical strain

KIM 4x4
quadratic and practical

■	configurable  }  suitable for all current vehicle and types of tracks

■	anti-twist bolt  }  for flexible use in Airline and roundhole tracks

■	New Airline insert  }  allows for many different possibilities

4.1 | Load restraint  
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KIM 4x4
quadratic and practical

■	configurable  }  suitable for all current vehicle and types of tracks

■	anti-twist bolt  }  for flexible use in Airline and roundhole tracks

■	New Airline insert  }  allows for many different possibilities
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4.2 | Load restraint  

SAM & PAT –   
Cargo bars and clamp-shoring 
beams custom made

SAM 46 + 55 Profi
the sophisticated upgrade

Reliable with a wide adjustment range 

PAT 625
the fastest

PAT 1000
the strongest
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SAM 46 + 55 Profi
the sophisticated upgrade
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4.3 | Load restraint  

KAT –  
Shoring beams custom made

KAT Combi
the original

KAT SL
for garment transport

For various tracks

KAT AJS
for curtainsiders

KAT Airline
for Airline tracks
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4.4 | Load restraint  

KERL   

KERL 
used as lashing point

■	 shape and load capacity according to standards   }  official lashing point

■	 different load capacities   }  suitable for many applications

■	 100 % made in Germany   }  best quality, high safety level

KERL 
used as holder

■	 standard dimensions   }  flexible usability

■	 for Keyhole tracks   }  compatible with AJS and CTD

■	 for Airline tracks   }  compatible with ATD and CRS

KERL 
used as screw fitting

■	 high-strength material   }  high load capacity

■	 star-shaped knob   }  can be used without tools

■	 universal interface   }  basis for individual solutions

KERL 
for special applications

■	 adjustable in two and three dimensions   }  load capacity always in the right direction

■	 lockable versions available   }  prevents unauthorized operation

■	 permanent installation or removable   }  depending on application
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4.5 | Load restraint  

Transporter
solid light weights

■	made in Germany   }  developed, tested and manufactured in Engen, Germany

■	 freely configurable   }  perfect for your application

■	many extras available   }  customized printing, no minimum order quantity,  
   even with an order of 1 unit

Box
Built for tough applications. Developed for rough applications.

■	 in compliance with DIN EN 12195-2   }  maximum safety for you

■	compatible with the new KERL fitting product family   }  fits almost all vehicles

■	highest pre-tensioning forces   }  high safety with less lashing straps

Lashing straps & Nets 

our system net with even more features

■	 loop strap with lock  }  create one load unit for maximum safety

■	optional lashing elements in the net  }  combine positive locking with friction

■	use of our strap fittings  }  no minimum order quantity required

TransSAFE®net+
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4.6 | Load restraint  

Tracks & Lashing points 

Airline track Light
flexible usage

■	optimal dimensions   }  suitable for all our needs

■	slim wall thickness   }  for flexible fitting contours

■	 intelligent design   }  with optimum load capacity

Airline track Standard 
resilient and light

■	high-strength aluminum   }  low weight – very high lashing capacity

■	 large variety of profiles   }  right solution for all your needs

■	 flexible accessories   }  individual and very practical

Pin track 
resilient and light

■	very compact   }  optimal for small spaces

■	high lashing capacity   }  safety guaranteed

■	protection inserts   }  the solution for fragile goods

Recessed lashing rings
Lashing plates
for screwing

■	light-weight but high lashing capacity   }  small dimensions, big safety

■	comply with EN / ISO standards   }  quality and safety guaranteed

■	functional design   }  very presentable
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allsafe24.de – 
Customer portal

allsafe is now available at your fingertips 24/7 with our 

allsafe customer portal! Visit us at http://www.allsafe24.de

Our customer portal offers you all the functions that our 
professional customers need: price information, order hi-
story and product information. Of course you can pay with 
the same trusted methods you know from past business 
transactions with allsafe. No minimum quantity order 
value. No small print.

As a token of our appreciation for your interest in our custo-
mer portal, we have reserved a gift certificate for your first 
web-based order.

Customer portal is currently available for customers in: 
Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

We can do it all, however extra-ordinary

www.allsafe24.de
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Notice
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allsafe GmbH & Co. KG
Gerwigstraße 31
78234 Engen / Germany
Phone +49 (0)7733 5002-0
Fax  +49 (0)7733 5002-47
E-Mail sales@allsafe-group.com
www.allsafe-group.com 


